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K+-NUCLEUS ELASTIC SCATTERINGUSING A LOCAL POTENTIALA.A. EbrahimPhysis Department, Assiut University, Assiut 71516, Egypt(Reeived July 7, 2001; revised version reeived Otober 10, 2001)Kaon-nuleus sattering has been analyzed using an equivalent loalpotential to alulate the di�erential elasti, total, and reation ross se-tions from 2H, 6Li, 12C, 28Si, and 40Ca at kaon lab momenta ranging from488 to 800 MeV/. The DWUCK4 omputer program was used to pre-dit observables of kaon�nuleus sattering. Our results are suessfullyompared to reent data.PACS numbers: 25.80.Dj, 25.80.Ek, 25.80.Gn1. IntrodutionThe �rst studies of elasti sattering of K+ from 12C and 40Ca gaveross setions larger than the preditions of optial model theories [1℄, andtotal ross setions for K+ mesons on several nulei at a range of kaonlab momenta also exeeded model expetations [2℄, as an indiation thatthe nuleons within the nulear medium do not behave as they do in freespae. These observations led to several suggestions on how to remove theproblem, inluding the interesting suggestion that medium modi�ation suhas nulear swelling or meson mass saling might be responsible for the lakof agreement with experimental data.Many pion�nuleus reation models are built on the distorted-wave im-pulse approximation DWIA, using the interation of the meson with freenuleons. The DWIA pion optial potential [3,4℄ has been modi�ed to treatK+-nuleus sattering, by hanging the mass of the projetile and by alter-ing the isospin ouplings in the new ode DOKAY [5℄, to desribe a rangeof K+-nuleus observables.It should be remarked here that all the previous alulations of K+-nu-leus, whih are based on the impulse approximation, fall lower than theexperimental data. The DOKAY ode [5℄ with a variable Sale Fator SFmultiplies the real and imaginary amplitudes for eah K+-nuleon ollision(721)



722 A.A. Ebrahimwithin a nuleus, representing a medium enhanement fator for K+�Ninteration. Inreasing both the real and imaginary amplitudes by about10�20% gave results nearer to the data [5℄. The required enhanement for�R is larger than for di�erential elasti and inelasti sattering ross se-tions, this indiates that the imaginary part of K+�N oupling needs tobe enhaned as found in [6℄. Reation ross setions are almost indepen-dent of the real amplitudes, while di�erential elasti and inelasti satteringross setions depend about equally on both parts of the optial potentialor amplitude [5℄.In the present work a quite di�erent approah � Distorted Wave BornApproximation DWBA� is onsidered. It is well known that the interationbetween an inident partile and a target in the Impulse Approximation, IA,is the sum of the interation between the projetile and eah individual targetnuleon over all nuleons in the target nuleus, while in Born Approximation,BA, that interation is expressed in terms of the interation between theprojetile and the whole target nuleus. In a previous work [7℄, the loalequivalent potential together with the DWUCK4 ode [8℄ were employedto suessfully predit the angular distributions of �� elastially satteredfrom di�erent nulei in the (3,3) resonane region. This suess motivatedus to apply the same method for kaon�nuleus elasti sattering with theneessary modi�ations required for the present ase.Here, the angular distributions of kaons elastially sattered from 6Li,12C, and 40Ca at 635, 715, and 800 MeV/ kaon lab momenta are alu-lated using the loal equivalent potential of Johnson and Sathler [9℄ andDWUCK4 omputer ode. Reation and total ross setions for elastiallysattered kaons from 6Li, 12C, 28Si, and 40Ca in the momentum range from488 to 714 MeV/ are alulated and ompared to the orresponding rosssetions of Friedman et al. [10℄. This is the �rst use of the DWUCK4 om-puter ode to desribe kaon�nuleus sattering within the framework of theloal optial model.Di�erent forms of nulear matter distribution for targets are used. InSetion 2 the method employed in this work is presented while Setion 3ontains results and disussion. Conlusions are presented in Setion 4.2. MethodWe have used the great similarity between the pion and kaon to arryout a parallel analysis of K+-nuleus sattering, using a loal optial po-tential. Both mesons are pseudosalar, and this limits their oupling withnuleons in the same way. We began with the distorted-wave Born approxi-mation ode DWUCK4 [8℄, sine the DWUCK4 program is widely available.The DWUCK4 ode solves the nonrelativisti Shrödinger equation and was



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 723originally written to alulate the sattering and reation observables forbinary nulear reations.The equivalent loal potential of Johnson and Sathler [9℄ is used toanalyze the di�erential elasti, total and reation ross setions of kaonsfrom 6Li, 12C, 28Si, and 40Ca at kaon lab momenta ranging from 488 to 800MeV/, where the loal potentials are easier to visualize than the nonloalversions. For the Kisslinger nonloal potential, Johnson and Sathler [9℄used the Krell�Erison transformation, whih leads from the Klein�Gordonequation for pion sattering to a loal potential for the transformed wavefuntion. Thus, a standard nonrelativisti optial model omputer programmay be used to alulate the angular distribution for a kaon sattered from anuleus. Suh a program should be provided with an e�etive kaon mass, thetarget mass and an e�etive kaon energy. The transformed wave funtion  satis�es a Shrödinger equation:f�(~2=2�)r2 + UL + VCg = E:m: : (1)UL is the nulear loal transformed potential and is used here as follows:UL(r) = N(UN (r) + �UC(r)) ; (2)N is the renormalization fator, the Coulomb orretion term is [9℄:�UC = �(r)VC � (V 2C=2!)1� �(r) ; (3)and the nulear loal potential is deomposed [9℄ into:UN (r) = U1(r) + U2(r) + U3(r) ; (4)where U1(r) = (~)22! q(r)1� �(r) ;U2(r) = �(~)22! k2�(r)1� �(r) ;U3(r) = �(~)22! 8<: 12r2�(r)1� �(r) + 12r�(r)1� �(r)!29=; : (5)The quantity q(r) mainly results from the s-wave part and �(r) resultsfrom the p-wave part of the kaon�nuleon interation, q(r) and �(r) anbe expressed in terms of the target nulei density distributions and theirgradients. Both are omplex and energy dependent.



724 A.A. EbrahimThe predominantly s-wave interation term q(r) may be written as [9℄:q(r) = q0(r) + �q(r) ; (6)where q0(r) is purely s-wave and is used here as:q0(r) = �4�p1(b0�� b1��) ; (7)the p-wave part of q(r) is onsidered here as:�q(r) = �12"r2�1(r) : (8)The p-wave part inludes the Erison�Erison Lorentz�Lorentz (EELL) [11℄orretion � for the term linear in the density,�(r) = �1(r)1 + 13��1(r) ; (9)where �1(r) = 4�(0�� 1��)p1 : (10)The kinemati transformation fator is p1 = (1+") with " = !Æ=M2 andMis the mass of a nuleon and !Æ is the total energy of the kaon in the entre-of-mass system. We use �n; �p for the neutron, proton density distributionsof the target nuleus, with � = �n + �p for the total and �� = �n � �p forthe di�erene; the exess neutron density. We also use �np = �2 as in [4℄;other authors [12℄ replae �np by 4�n�p.The �rst-order interation parameters bi and i are related to the freepion�nuleon sattering through the phase shifts Æ`(q) in the usual form [13℄,�s0(1) = 4�3qk2 p1(2s31 + s11);b0 = k2�s0(1)4�p1 ;�s1(1) = 8�3qk2 p1(s31 � s11) ;b1 = k2�s1(1)8�p1 ; (11)



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 725and �p0 (1) = 4�3k3 p1 (4p33 + 2p31 + 2p13 + p11);0 = p1�(1)p04� ;�p1 (1) = 8�3k3 p1 (2p33 + p31 � 2p13 � p11) ;1 = p1�p1 (1)8� ; (12)where for s-waves (s2I;2J (q)) and for p-waves (p2I;2J (q)) are related to thephase shifts aording to the equation:s2I;2J (q) (or p2I;2J (q)) = exp[iÆ`(q)℄ sin Æ`(q) : (13)Here I is the total isospin of a kaon and a nuleon, J is their total angularmomentum quantum number and ` is the orbital angular momentum quan-tum number. The phase shifts Æ`(q) are extrated from the SP92 solutionof the phase shift ompilation SAID ode [14℄.In this work, the seond order interation parameters are negleted [12℄and four values of the EELL parameter are onsidered, namely � = 0:0, 1.0,1.2, and 1.8, where we used these di�erent values of � to show its e�eton our alulations. Here, VC is the Coulomb potential due to the uniformharge distribution of the target nuleus of radius RC = rCA1=3, A is thetarget mass number, rC = 1:2 fm [7℄ and � =MkmT=(Mk+mT), where mTis the target mass and the e�etive kaon mass Mk [15℄ is:Mk = kmk ; (14)where k = y + `(1 + y2 + 2y`)1=2 ; y = mkmT ; ` = 1 + K`mk2 :K` is the kaon bombarding energy in the laboratory system and mk is thekaon mass. Here mk2=493.707 MeV has been used. The enter-of-masskineti energy E:m: is : E:m: = (~k)22� ; (15)with ~k is the enter-of-mass momentum of the inident kaon. The e�etivebombarding energy E` [15℄ is:E` = E:m:(Mk +mT)=mT ; (16)



726 A.A. Ebrahimwhih will generate the appropriate wave number k value in the form:k = �mk~ � �k2 � 1�1=2 = 4:72056mk [k2 � 1℄1=2fm�1 ; (17)where mk=0.53 atomi mass unit (a.u.). The kinemati parameters for theases studied here are alulated using Eqs. (14)�(17). The resulting kine-mati parameter values for the ases studied here are olleted in Table I.TABLE IKinemati fators for use in a nonrelativisti Shrödinger equation used in present workwith kaon lab. momentum Plab.Target Plab(MeV/) EL(MeV) Mk(u) k (fm�1) p16Li 715 318.23 0.85304 3.155 1.622412C 635 260.54 0.82852 3.012 1.7105715 307.72 0.888776 3.368 1.7586800 358.41 0.95457 3.751 1.810640Ca 800 346.34 0.99142 3.955 1.9433To show the in�uene of density distribution of nuleons for the onsid-ered nulei on our alulations we used di�erent formulae of density shape.The harge distribution of 6Li was desribed in the form [16℄:�h(r) = 38�3=2 " 1a3 exp��r24a2 �� 2 �6b2 � r2�4b7 exp��r24b2 �# ; (18)with a = 0:928 fm, b = 1:26 fm, and  = 0:48 fm. Here, distributions ofneutrons and protons within 6Li nuleus are taken to be the same, sine itis a light nuleus. We used the harmoni osillator form for 6Li and 12Cnulear densities: �m(r) = �0(1 + �� ra�2) exp��r2a2 � ; (19)with parameters taken from Refs. [5,17℄. Also, we used the three parameterFermi shape distribution of nuleons for 12C and 40Ca with parameters takenfrom Ref. [7℄: �m(r) = �0(1 + !r2=2)[1 + exp((r � )=a)℄ ; (20)as well as two-parameter Fermi (2PF) form whih is easily obtained fromthe above expression of 3PF as ! = 0:0. �0 an be evaluated from thenormalization ondition: Z �m(r)d�r = A : (21)



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 7273. Results and disussionTo solve Eq. (1) for kaon elasti sattering from a nuleus we employedthe DWUCK4 omputer ode. Inserting the e�etive kaon massMk given byEq. (14) and e�etive bombarding energy E` given by Eq. (16) together withthe loal optial potential of Ref. [9℄ into the DWUCK4 ode to alulatekaon elasti, total and reation ross setion alulations at momenta 488,531, 635, 656, 714, 715, and 800 MeV/ with the �rst-order kaon satteringparameters. The loal optial potential alulations give results quite similarto reent data.

Fig. 1. K+�6Li di�erential elasti ross setions at 715 MeV/. The dotted-,solid-, dashed-, dash-dotted urves use the harmoni osillator distribution formand �=0.0, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.8, respetively represent preditions of the present work.The short dashed urve uses Eq. (19), while the thik solid urve uses DOKAYode [5℄. Solid points are the experimental data taken from Ref. [18℄.



728 A.A. EbrahimUsing the interation parameters for alulating the nulear potential ofelasti sattering of kaon from 6Li, 12C, 28Si, and 40Ca and inserting thispotential UL added to VC into DWUCK4 ode to generate observables suhas those measured to investigate the validity of the present potential withkaons. The obtained results for best �t angular distributions of di�erentialelasti ross setion shown in Figs. 1�6 are obtained with the renormalizationonstant of equation (2) N = 0:85. The �rst-order parameters bi and i(i = 0; 1) are alulated through the phase shifts, as they are omputed inthe ode of Ref. [5℄. These parameters bi and i are then used to generatethe omplex loal potential UL using the expressions from Ref. [9℄.Examples are taken at momenta ranging from 488 to 800 MeV/, wherethe experimental data are available. As it an be seen from Figs. 1,2,4 theEELL parameter � slightly a�ets the elasti sattering of K+ di�erential

Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 but for K+�12C di�erential elasti ross setions at momenta635 and 715 MeV/. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [18℄.



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 729ross setions, this parameter was found to play a signi�ant role in thealulations of �� at the (3,3) resonane region where the positions of theminima seen in the pion data were reprodued by the alulations with�=1.0, while these minima moved toward forward angles with the value� = 1:8 [7℄.K+�6Li di�erential elasti ross setions have been alulated at 715MeV/ kaon lab momentum, where the loal optial potential was om-puted by our DWUCK4 ode. The omparisons between our alulationsand the experimental data of [18℄ are represented in Fig. 1. We have ex-ellent agreement between our alulations and data with the two forms of

Fig. 3. K+�12C di�erential elasti ross setions at di�erent momenta 635, 715,and 800MeV/. The solid urves use a = 1:516 fm and � = 2:234, dashed urves usea = 1:65 fm and � = 1:33, and dotted urves use a = 1:6879 fm and � = 1:06838,all urves use � = 1:0. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [1, 18℄.



730 A.A. Ebrahimdensity distribution given by Eqs. (18),(19) speially at �:m: � 12o, and allvalues of �=0.0, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.8. Fig. 1 shows that our preditions usingthe 6Li density distribution given by Eq. (18) do not agree well with theexperimental data at forward angles �:m: < 12Æ and that the EELL param-eter has a negligible e�et on the predited di�erential ross setions. Also,shown in Fig. 1 are alulations based on DOKAY ode as the thik solidurve, these alulations are lower than the data by about 30%.Fig. 2 shows the di�erential elasti ross setions of K+ from 12C at 635and 715 MeV/. Data [18℄ are ompared to our �rst order loal potentialalulations. The present loal potential alulations using the harmoniosillator density distribution of the form given by Eq. (19) with parametersa = 1:516 fm and � = 2:234 and the four values of � agree well with the

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for K+�40Ca di�erential elasti ross setions at 800MeV/ using the 3PF density distributions. Solid points are the experimental datataken from Ref. [1℄.



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 731data. Also alulations based on impulse approximation DOKAY ode [5℄are lower than the data by about 10-20%, as the thik solid urves.In Fig. 3 we show the di�erential elasti ross setions of 12C at 635, 715and 800 MeV/ kaon lab momenta using di�erent values of a and � of theharmoni osillator density distributions. The density parameters a = 1:516fm and � = 2:234 [5℄ produe preditions of the present alulations shownas the solid urves better than the other values.Fig. 4 shows the di�erential elasti ross setions data [1℄ with K+ at 800MeV/ from 40Ca, ompared to the present loal optial potential alula-tions. We have good agreement between our alulations and data when weused the three parameter Fermi 3PF density distribution with parameterstaken from [7℄ and the four values of �.

Fig. 5. K+�12C at 635, 715, and 800 MeV/ di�erential elasti ross setions. Thesolid urves use the 3PF, while the dashed urves use the 2PF density distributions.The experimental data are taken from Ref. [1, 18℄.



732 A.A. EbrahimIn Figs. 5, 6 we use the 2PF and 3PF density distribution of nuleonsof 12C and 40Ca to alulate the di�erential ross setions for K+ from 12Cand 40Ca. The 3PF form as the solid urves gives results nearer to the datathan does use of the 2PF form, this was found to be true when we used theloal potential to desribe the di�erential elasti ross setions of �� fromthe same nulei [7℄.

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for K+�40Ca di�erential elasti ross setions at800 MeV/. The experimental data are taken from Ref. [1℄.Our �rst-order loal optial potential is also used to predit total andreation ross setions of kaon sattering on 6Li, 12C, 28Si and 40Ca at kaonlab momenta 488, 531, 656, and 714 MeV/. The omparisons between ouromputations and Friedman et al. [10℄ are listed in Tables II, III. In Figs. 7,8reation and total ross setions omputed by the present work as the solidurves are in better agreement with Ref. [10℄ than reation and total rosssetions alulated by DOKAY ode [5℄ shown as dashed urves.



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 733TABLE IIReation ross setions (in mb) forK+ interation with various nulei alulated at variouslab kaon momenta in MeV/ in the present work, and ompared to alulations estimatedby [10℄. This alulation From Ref. [10℄PLab 6Li 12C 28Si 40Ca 6Li 12C 28Si 40Ca488 66.5 124.3 271.45 355.25 65.0�1.3 120.4�2.3 265.5� 5.1 349.9�7.7531 71.5 132.4 286.35 375.45 69.8�0.8 129.3�1.4 280.4�3.4 367.1�4.5656 77.3 144.2 309.81 409.74 75.6�1.1 141.8�1.5 306.1�3.4 401.1�5.0714 79.5 147.3 312.65 410.35 79.3�1.2 149.3�1.5 317.5�3.6 412.9�5.5TABLE IIIAs in Table II but for total ross setions for K+ on several nulei alulated in the presentwork, and ompared to alulations estimated by [10℄.This alulation From Ref. [10℄PLab 2H 6Li 12C 28Si 40Ca 2H 6Li 12C 28Si 40Ca488 26.94 79.4 167.8 379.42 498.75 25.33�0.61 76.6�1.1 162.4�1.9 366.5�4.8 494.6�7.7531 28.03 82.4 167.9 388.88 515.72 27.15�0.32 78.8�0.7 166.6�1.3 374.8�3.3 500.2�4.4656 28.9 89.2 176.9 400.55 533.66 28.15�0.24 84.3�0.7 174.9�0.8 396.1�2.7 531.9�4.2714 28.97 90.1 178.3 418.66 535.76 28.65�0.20 87.0�0.6 175.6�0.9 396.5�2.3 528.4�2.8Table IV shows the total ross setion of K+�12C and K+- deuteron.The ratio is lose to 6, this means that the K+ nuleon amplitudes are thesame in 12C and deuteron.Table V shows the total K+ ross setion ratios alulated by the presentwork for the 6Li, 12C, 28Si and 40Ca targets. These ratios are all near unity,this reveals the near-linearity of the total ross setion with mass number A.This is a property unique to K+ mesons out of all hadroni probes in thelow energy range. This indiates a volume e�et and establishes the lowmomentum kaon as the preferred hadroni probe of nulear matter.TABLE IVTotal ross setions for K+ on 12C and 2H nulei alulated in the present work.PLab 12C 2H Ratio488 167.8 26.94 6.22531 167.9 28.03 5.99656 176.9 28.9 6.12714 178.3 28.97 6.15



734 A.A. Ebrahim TABLE VTotal K+ ross setions ratios alulated in the present work for 6Li, 12C, 28Si, and 40Catargets. PLab (Li/6)/(H/2) (C/12)/(H/2) (Si/28)/(H/2) (Ca/40)/(H/2)488 0.982 1.038 1.005 0.926531 0.979 0.998 0.991 0.919656 1.028 1.020 0.989 0.923714 1.036 1.025 1.032 0.925

Fig. 7. Reation ross setions for K+ on several nulei are shown, from Ref. [10℄.Solid urves are from the present work and the dashed urves using alulationsfrom DOKAY ode [5℄.

Fig. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for K+ total ross setions on several nulei are shown.Data are from Ref. [10℄.



K+-Nuleus Elasti Sattering Using a Loal Potential 7354. ConlusionsWe onlude from these alulations that the present �rst order renor-malized loal optial potential parameters using the distorted wave Bornapproximation DWBA, whih is based on the interation between the pro-jetile and the whole target nuleus, with a renormalization fator < 1 givea good desription for the di�erential, total, and reation ross setions ofkaon�nuleus elasti sattering. This fat may indiate the need for betteroptial potential and not enhaned in-medium K+-nuleon ross setions orother improvements as found with free-spae K+-nuleon.The density distributions of the nuleons by the harmoni osillator for6Li and 12C gave results nearer to the data better than the other forms ofdensity shapes. The 3PF shape and not the 2PF of 12C, 28Si, and 40Ca ismore suitable for the nulear density distributions of nuleons within thesenulei when they reat with mesons. The EELL parameter � slightly a�etsthe kaon�nuleus sattering at the momentum range onsidered here.The suess of this analysis of kaons elastially sattered from nulei withthe DWUCK4 program an be extended to ompute the di�erential inelastiross setions and the oupled hannels reations for kaons from nulei.I would like to thank Professor S. A. E. Khallaf, Assiut University, forhis helpful disussions and areful reading of the manusript.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Marlow et al., Phys. Rev. C25, 2619 (1982).[2℄ M.F. Jiang, D.J. Ernst, C.M. Chen, Phys. Rev. C51, 857 (1995); P.B. Siegel,W.B. Kaufmann, W.R. Gibbs, Phys. Rev. C31, 2184, (1985).[3℄ R.A. Eisenstein, G.A. Miller, Comput. Phys. Commun. 11, 95 (1976).[4℄ M.B. Johnson, Phys. Rev. C22, 192 (1980); M.B. Johnson, E.R. Siiliano,Phys. Rev. C27, 1647 (1983).[5℄ R.J. Peterson, A.A. Ebrahim, H.C. Bhang, Nul. Phys. A625, 261 (1997).[6℄ E. Friedman, A. Gal, J. Mares, Phys. Lett. B396, 21 (1997).[7℄ S.A.E. Khallaf, A.A. Ebrahim, Phys. Rev. C62, 024603 (2000).[8℄ P.D. Kunz, omputer ode DWUCK4, University of Colorado; P.D. Kunz,E. Rost, in Nulear Reations, Computational Nulear Physis, Vol. 2 editedby K. Langanke, J.A. Maruhn, and S.E. Koonin, Springer-Verlag, New York1993.[9℄ M.B. Johnson, G.R. Sathler, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.) 248 , 134 (1996).[10℄ E. Friedman et al., Phys. Rev. C55, 1304 (1997).[11℄ T. Erison, W. Weise, Pion and Nulei, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1988.
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